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Model UN does it again at Midwest competition
Cassie Florian
staff Writer

While many students
were finishing up their
midterms and heading home
for break, Alma College’s
Model UN team was winning
yet another “outstanding”
award at the Midwest Model

UN conference in St. Louis.
The college has won

this award for 25 years
consecutive years, and have

won 46 outstanding awards
since 1994.

“Overall, the experience

was pretty exciting, we were

freaking out a little bit at

first when things didn’t go
as planned, but it kept us

on our toes and I think we
all had a pretty good time,”

said Daniel Lynch (’20).

With this being his first

conference, Lynch went on

to mention how, although

the experience was new and

very intimidating, he learned

a lot and even got to go out

to dinner at the Trainwreck

Saloon to celebrate his
birthday with the team.

Although members were

able to have some fun while in

St. Louis, it was their research

and preparation at Alma that

really showed during the

“We did a lot of research
in preparation for this
conference,” said Anna
Kildisheva (XC). “You
need to know a lot in terms
of info and in terms of
communication. We had

very intensive classes and

practiced giving speeches

a lot. I think we were quite

prepared.”

Although their research
and preparation is a clear
reason for their annual
success at conferences,

many students also site their

professor, Dr. Derick Hulme
as the major reason for their

success.

“A big reason for why we
do so well is because we
have a great professor,” said

Jadon House (’20). “He
does a great job at preparing

us for the conference and his

teaching style helps us get

where we are now.”

“He is demanding of us and

it prepares us for conference

so well,” said Kildisheva. “He

puts a lot of pressure on us

which helps push us to do our

best.”

Although there were many
new members who were just

learning what conference was

all about, there were also a

lot of older members there
to help make sure everything

ran smoothly.

“Since I’ve been {there}
before, [the conference]
was quite enjoyable,” said
House. “It was mainly the
same topics as last year so

most of the time was spent

focusing on training the new

folks and preparing them for

conference.”

House also mentioned
how if he could go back and

change one thing about the

experience, he would focus a

little more on researching and

practicing their presentations

so that they could all be even

more prepared for the event.

While the team was
certainly able to bond with

each other throughout
their time preparing
and participating in the
conference, they also had

the ability to interact with

people from other schools.

“One of my favorite things

about the conference was
meeting new people from
different schools,” said

Blaze Wilson (’21). “It was

really cool to see students

from other schools with like-

minded interests.”

With the end of their St.

Louis conference, the Model

UN team will now begin
preparing for their next
conference in New York.

conference.

From left to right: Anna Kildisheva, Blaze Wilson , Marina
Ruediseueli, Hannah Chrome, Cassidy Beach, Sasha Dudock.

Courtesy of Model UN
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Rose Cyburt
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Anna Kildisheva
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Jacob Isom

Brittany Pierce

Tanvi Sharma
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“Reaching Across the Aisle” Adresses recent shootings
Caden Wilson
News Editor

Under the guidance of
Jillian Dickson, visiting
assistant professor of art and

design, a group of students

planned and pieced together

and art exhibit entitled
“Reaching Across the Aisle”

with the intention of starting

conversation about the
multiple deadly shootings in

the past year. It will remain

in place through the planned

national student walk-out.

Seventeen yellow school

chairs line the sidewalk just

south of Clack. Each one
displays the name and age of

one of the students or faculty

killed at Stoneman Douglass

High School in Parkland.

Closer to the library,

a pair of dining room chairs

display the names of Diva

Davis and James Eric Davis

Sr., who were shot and killed

in CMU’s Campbell Hall.

Dickson contacted
the campus maintenance
department for assistance
in locating and procuring
the materials necessary for

the memorial but stressed
the importance of student

decision-making. All major

aspects of the art piece were

agreed upon by the student

artists, with simplicity being

the key element, according to

Dickson.

One of the most important

elements of the exhibit is

the potential for inspiring

politically-minded talk as
mass shootings and gun
control take the stage of

public interest.

“I hope that comfortable

conversations among like-
minded people are as

prevalent as the challenging

conversations, ’’said Dickson.

“Conversations will

help young adults figure out

what kind of future they want,

not their parents, family
neighborhood, or even their

friends.”

It is not the intention of

anyone who was a part of
the project to promote a
political stance. Instead, the

artists hope that people who
view their memorial to the

shooting victims will form

their own viewpoints.

“I think this is an important

subject matter to college life

for two reasons,” Dickson said.

“Students are increasingly
more aware of and interested

in mental health. Mental
health is a significant topic

when discussing gun control.

College is a time where
many students participate in

democracy for the first time

in their lives. They are voters.

They are activists.”

“I hope that people are
emotionally effected by it and

Student artists Marina Stack (‘19), Allison Henry (‘20), Paige Shaw (‘20) place chairs south
of Clack. Isaac Tessmam Photographer

see the names on the chairs,” aisle and put aside political These are children’s lives,
said Shaw. differences to come up with People are dying,” Shaw said.
“We need to humanize the a permanent solution to the “It’s insane to me that

people on the chairs because problem at hand. people are talking about it

if we do that, people are more “I believe that young adults like it’s another law. It’s not

apt to talk and work to fix the have the most passion and another law; it’s a problem,
problem.” drive to make a difference.” “I don’t care where
Although the memorial Said Allison Henry (‘20) you stand on the political

is intended for students and “I hope people realize that spectrum and you don’t care

area residents, Shaw hopes it’s ok to have an opinion and enough to talk about this
that the combined messages it’s ok to talk about current to change this, that you’re

from survivors of the events events and your personal a selfish person. Something
and activists will spark greater stance on political topics.” has to be done. The debate
public interest. Said Henry. shouldn’t be whether or not

Just as the title says, the “We need people to stop something has to be done, it
artists hope that elected being selfish and realize that should be about what has to
officials will reach across the this isn’t a political debate, be done.”

Campus to host gun violence protests
Monica Kunovszky
Web Editor

Friday, March 2 at Central

Michigan University, a student

shot his parents. This is not the

first gun violence story that has

made national headlines. Two

weeks prior, Marjory Stoneman

Douglas High School in Parkland,

Florida, had a gruesome school

massacre that killed 17 individuals

and injured 16 more.

These past tragedies have

struck chords with students on

Alma College’s campus, creating

a host of individuals to spring

into action.

This week on Wednesday,
there will be a walkout, a total of

17 minutes of remembrance. This

event will take place in Mac Mall,

and will be followed up the next

week by a March for Our Lives.

Both of these events are national,

but being spearheaded here by

students who want to bring more

awareness to campus. One of the

clubs sponsoring these events is

the Alma College Action.

Member of ACA, Sydney
Bossidis (‘20) explains more of

these two national events.

“Both of these events will be

going on across the country at

these times. The walk out is a

way for students to voice their

stance on the issue, that they want

Congress to actually take action

now rather than send thoughts and

prayers. The march is also to voice

for an end to gun violence and

mass shootings within schools.”

President of ACA, Madison

Ajmlotte (‘20) also weighs in.

“A lot of students are at a place

of sorrow, fear and frustration.

This isn’t the first school shooting

and it’s still happening. Even non-

activist individuals want to do

something and we (ACA) wanted

to provide the space where people

can make a change and feel like

they’re being active.

“We want to make sure nothing

like this ever happens again and

that we are showing solidarity to

victims of the past shootings, as

well as showing the commitment

that Alma College has.”

ACA Advisor Dr. Laura
Woolbright of the communication

department says that these forms

of protests are very important for

Alma’s campus.

“One of the most appalling

things is the huge disconnect

of what people want to see and

what politicians want to do. Only

power outside of elections and

voting is protest and showing

up. It almost seems though that

there is backlash from politicians

to this protesting going on but we

have got to keep trying.”

CMU’s shooting also stirs
up discomfort because of its
close proximity to Alma’s

campus. Although not a school

shooting but a domestic dispute

Woolbright says this is still an

important event that we can take

notes from.

“[the] Fact that this person was

still able to get the weapon to take

lives still matters, even if it’s not a

typical school shooting. Although

it happened on a -campus, it was a

domestic dispute. This brings it

closer to home for us.”

Amlotte also comments,
“CMU is not your standard school

shooting. This is important

because it doesn’t change the fear.

Alma students were still getting

messages from friends and family

asking if they were safe, even

though they weren’t directly on

CMU’s campus.”

Gun violence is a divisive
concept as well, that can cause

varying opinions. Bossidis advises

individuals to keep an open mind.

‘As general advice for

'I Dates
you should knowt

MerekAlam: Must

disagreeing, I think people
should look at both sides of the

issue and see what the problem

is. People don’t need to agree on

every point but it is important to

understand the other person and

see if there is a compromise to

work towards a solution that is

better for everyone.”

Overall with these two
upcoming events the members of

ACA hope that individuals take
away important lessons.

“I hope that the takeaway is

that anyone who attends either

event will learn more about the

issue and spread more educated

awareness about it. I hope people

will also consider the impact of

this issue. We can always hope
for change and compromise but

to get there it will not be easy but

I do believe, and truly hope, it is^

possible,” Bossidis said.

Woolbright adds, “Gun
laws are stupid and need to be

changed.”

College administration is

also combatting students’ safety

concerns by reforming and
improving safety plans. The

Student Congress meeting on

Mar. 5 held discussion about

the improvements, and Dr. Karl

Rishe spoke on behalf of the

college safety committee. Alice

training will begin on campus, and

ideas regarding panic buttons,

blue lights, security and changed

locks are being discussed.

ACA is planning more events
for the rest of the semester.

Amlotte says, “keeping his energy

going is important, and that’s

why these events are important.”
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‘Black Panther’ exemplifies the feminist superhero
By Samantha Anteau
Staff Writer

Needless to say, “Black
Panther” is shaping up to be one

of the highest, if not the highest,

grossing films of the year.

Both critics and audiences

love it, and it has done what

Wonder Woman did last year,
but even more effectively: it has

shown that superheroes are not

just white men. “Black Panther”

is helping to diversify a genre

and franchise that has all but

completely taken over the box

office.

The most attention has
tended to be focused on the
wonderful things that “Black

Panther” does for representation

of African Americans in the

superhero genre, and rightfully

so.

With a main cast composed

almost exclusively of black
characters, “Black Panther”
allows for a level of representation

rarely seen in a blockbuster film.

It deserves as much credit as it is

getting for that.

However, not as much
attention has been drawn to the

fact that this film is remarkably

feminist. The majority of
the supporting cast is made

up of women, and they are
predominantly the ones fighting

alongside T’Challa.

While it would have been

easy - and even expected - to

make T’Challa’s best friend,
W’Kabi, be at his right hand, it

is instead two women, Okoye

m
* *• * # *•

MerekAlam: Illustrator

Staff Writer Samantha Anteau highlights the success of the superhero movie “Black Panther,”
drawing attention to its representation of women. She makes the case for “Black Panther” to
be seen as feminist, given its particular treatment of the women characters.

and Nakia, who take the reins.
Actually, they seem to have just as

many fight scenes as Black Panther

himself.

Then there is Shuri, who is,
as far as everyone I’ve talked to is

concerned, the best character of

the movie. She’s a young genius, the

head of technology in the hyper

advanced Wakanda, and next in

line for the throne after T’Challa.

Her inventions are what save the

day time and time again.

The interesting thing about
the women in this film is that they
could have very easily fallen prey

to what most women in films do:
not having a purpose outside of the

main male character.

Naturally, they all have a
relationship with him. Shuri is his

sister, Nakia is his ex-girlfriend,

and Okoye is the head of military

forces in Wakanda.

As this is his movie, most
of their discussions and actions

are centered around T’Challa.

However, they are all strong and

independent characters in their

own right.

They have distinguishable
personalities, goals and values.

The viewer gets the sense that,

even without T’Challa, these
women would be just fine.
Their stories and lives are not

dependent on the men of the
story; they exist beside them, as

fully formed people.

This kind of feminism isn’t

the in-yourface kind that we saw

with Wonder Woman, which was

essentially marketed as a feminist

film. Yes, there were women

fighting and being physically
strong, but. it was more than that.

It offered real women, who know
and love men, but who have their

own priorities. Who are allowed
to simply exist as people beyond

their relationship to men.

It is rare to see female side

characters be just as compelling

and rich, if not more so, than the

men in the movie. With “Black
Panther” crossing the $1 billion

mark at the box office in its first

month, I hope that Marvel - as

well as other movie studios, like

Warner Brothers (responsible for

DC movies) - are taking note.
“Black Panther” beautifully

balances a steady pace with well-

developed characters, and I only

hope that these characters stay

just as strong in the films to come.
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Soccer Mommy grows up on new album “Clean”

MerekAlam: Illustrator

Thoughts Editor Paige Daniel discusses the strengths of Sophie Allison’s band Soccer
Mommy. With the release of her new album “Clean,” the young musician comes into her
own and refines her sound.

By Paige Daniel

Thoughts Editor _
Soccer Mommy, whose

Bandcamp account I first

stumbled upon deep in the
depths of another artist’s Twitter,

is now being covered in Rolling

Stone, Billboard, Entertainment

Weekly and the New York Times

with the release of her debut

studio album, “Clean.”

This trajectory strikes me
out of the blue - one week I’m

listening to her pronouncedly

lo-fi compositions in the most

arcane way, pressing play on

an embedded file in an almost

hidden webpage, and next I’m

seeing her pop up in the daily

news.

This wouldn’t always surprise

me, except I never considered

Sophie Allison’s music the kind

that would yield such public

praise. Her songs, meek in their

patient guitarbased pop, are

the last subjects I’d expect to be

the focus of a New York Times
article boldly titled “Hear What
Music Will Sound Like in 2018.”

That is not to say they aren’t

worthy subjects; on Allison’s past

releases, she managed to distill

entire decades of indie rock and

lo-fi pop down into sweet, short

30 -minute affairs.

Her last album, “Collection”

(2017), repackaged incipient

Soccer Mommy classics like
“Inside Out” and “3 AM at

a Party” in a glossier case

alongside newer standouts such

as ‘Allison” and “Out Worn.”

Like any good pop artist,

Allison writes catchy melodies

but channels something sadder,

a little more bittersweet.

The instrumental palette
of her earlier albums reflected

their creative conditions, as

lo-fi often does when it’s not
phonily orchestrated; the tape

hiss or the fuzz was indicative

of Allison’s technological means,

still recording in her bedroom,

and then later, her dorm room.

Still, the inconsequential

realities of teen angst were
magnified in her lyrics, with

the songs reliant on two nearly

opposing sides: peppy twee
excursions with knotty guitar

leads in tandem with quiet,

stretched-out ruminations.

She’s only one year older,

but “Collection” and “Clean”

exhibit a songwriter coming
into her own with new recording

techniques at her disposal since

signing to Fat Possum Records.

On “Clean,” Allison leans
into the ruminative side, with

brief echoes of electronic

production slipping in to the

mix that mimic the tape or the

fuzz.

She holds on to the backbone

of her music - the guitar - but

the production value is higher

this time. It is clear she is intent

on letting the guitar tones shine,

which she does with enthusiasm

on the opener “Still Clean.”

In “Still Clean,” her lover

is likened to an animal, and in

“Your Dog,” the role is reversed

to illuminate the degrading
constraints of an abusive
relationship. Her potent use

of metaphor is a sign of her

matured songwriting, with “Your

Dog” being the most overtly
spiky song Soccer Mommy has
ever written.

The best tracks on “Clean”

exist in the space between the

two previously opposing sides of

her music, ones that build to an

explosion rather than sticking

to one mode. The pep of “Last \
Girl” and “Cool” are nice,
but downtempo slow-burners .

like “Flaw” and “Wildflowers” ^
showcase just how far Allison’s

songwriting has progressed.

Her pop inclinations are
most interesting on “Skin,” a
track that perfectly balances her

two sides. She is more assured,

not as fixated on the throes of

angst but on the feelings one gets

when they look back on them.

This is particularly effective

in the minimal “Blossom
(Wasting All My Time),” which
buries a floating keyboard line

in its background. Even if it

seems minimal, the production

sneakily includes flourishes that

reward the listener after several

listens.

Allison has surprisingly come

a long way from her bedroom to a

more public audience in just two

years or so. This is a promising

start for som,eone still dealing

with adolescent angst, even as

she moves past its drama and

nervous outlook. I look forward

to seeing more of her in my daily

news.

HOROSCOPES
Advice for the Signs

By Monica Kunovszky
Web Editor

CANCER (June 21- July 22)

Buy a reusable water bottle, and

make an effort this week to be

more eco-friendly!

ARIES (March 21- April 19)

Don’t get mad over little things this

week, because there will be a lot to

be mad at in the coming days. BUT
there will also be a lot of good things

you can reflect on and be grateful for

- focus on that!

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19)

Stay away from SAGA on
Wednesday. Also do your laundry

this week!

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 18)

This week take extra time to
think through decisions and don’t

just follow your gut, really mull
over and be 100% sure on your

decisions.

PISCES (February 19- March 20)

You’re going to forget your

backpack at least twice this

week, so get ready for that.

LIBRA (Sept. 23- October 22)

Don’t do anything that requires

work for other people this week-
just focus on yourself!

TAURUS (April 20- May 20)

Eat more spinach.

GEMINI (May 21- June 20)

Tuesday is going to be the worst

day for you, just to let you

know. Good luck.

Read a book for fun this week.

LEO (July 23- August 22)

Try something new. Do that thing

you’ve always been meaning to

attempt but have been putting off.

Pull that all-nighter, eat that whole

tub of ice cream, or bike that super

long path . DO ANYTHING NEW !

VIRGO (Aug. 23- Sept. 22)

Good things are on the horizon

and are coming for you. Keep

the good karma spirits on your

side by continuing to be your

cute and kind self.

Log off social media and see

how long you can do it for

(probably not very long).

SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21) SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec. 21)
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Campus comment: Gun control/campus shooting
Question i: What in general is your opinion about gun rights and gun violence?

Question 2: What did you think about the email President Abernathy sent out in light of the Parkland shooting and the events at CMU?
Question 3: What is your opinion on the national walkouts happening? Will you be participating?

Carolyn Clark (‘19)
Question 1: “I believe the U.S. has an issue with gun violence. Personally, I believe we

need more gun control in this country, especially when it comes to semi-automatic and
automatic rifles and weapons.”

Question 2: “I was really happy to see that the school took some action about gun violence
and I thought it was a good thing that President Abernathy addressed it. And that it’s not just

going unnoticed on campus, which is very important because awareness is half the battle.”

Question 3: “Yes, I will be participating. I think we need to get across to our government
that it is an issue. We do care about it, and students don’t feel safe in schools. No matter
your political beliefs, you should agree that students should be able to feel safe at schools.

If that’s not happening, something needs to be changed.”

Corbin Thompson (‘20)
Question 1: “I think that there’s definitely a certain cause and effect relationship between

the allowance of specific types of weapons and the violence that ensues. I don’t think banning

all guns is the answer. However, banning certain weapons and the way that you can get them
[is]. I think trying to create a more standardized way of getting a weapon so that it’s more like

getting a concealed carry, so that there are background checks and mental stability checks.

Making sure that all [weapons are] equally hard to obtain.”

Question 2: “I think it was a good sentiment. Obviously, this issue hits close to home.
We’re all students at a college. When it comes down to it, it affects all of us.”
Question 3: “The national walkouts are a good sentiment in that it shows that people are

thinking about those who have been effected by the situation. However, I think if you take
the 17 minutes and you try and start a draft of [a] proposal to the government or something

productive, not just walk out of class for 17 minutes because those kids essentially gave up

their lives because of their education. I don’t think walking out of our own education is

necessarily the best way to deal with that issue.”

Zachary Everly (‘21)
Question 1: “I’m not one of the opinion to say we should completely ban guns. However,

I do think that there needs to be stronger regulations in the gun market.”

Question 2: “I thought it was nice to know that they thought to send something out to us

right away.”

Question 3: “I do plan to participate because I feel that as someone who is going into
education and regardless to what you’re going in, I feel that this is a true issue and we need to

have a change. We are the future and we’re saying, we need change and we need it now. I should
not have a job that I worry about coming home every day. I am going somewhere where I teach
kids to be good members of society. I should not have to worry every day that I [might] have
to give my life for one of my students or worry that one of my students is going to get hurt.”

Kyle Blackmer (‘21)
Question 1: “As the Second Amendment reads, everybody has the right to bear arms.

So, with gun rights everybody should have the right to have a gun. However, in the wake
of all these shootings I definitely am for increased background checks and for mentally ill

people not to have guns.”

Question 2: “I thought it was really well-worded and very consoling because it was

incredibly close. It’s a scary thing, for all of us, this thing happened just miles away.
[Abernathy] did the best he could to console the campus and assure us that security is doing

the best that it can. I feel safe on this campus but it is scary. It was definitely consoling and

a good message out to campus.”
Question 3: “It depends specifically what the specific walkout is for. If it is for stricter

background checks I am for that, but not if it is for taking away certain guns. As a gun
owner I think I should have the right to own an assault rifle. Law abiding citizens should
have that right, because it’s in the Second Amendment. They Government shouldn’t be able
to take away a certain type of gun or take away certain aspects. They should be coming after

the mentally ill people and trying to identify these people.” _
Chapin Kartsounes (‘21)
Question 1: “In my perfect world, we would have no guns whatsoever, but with our

society, that is [too] hard. I think AR-15S and semi-automatic rifles should be illegal. I also

believe the age to buy firearms should be raised to 21 and background checks need to be

more intense.”
Question 2: “I thought the email was too vague. It made me realize that I have absolutely

no idea what we would do if there was ever an active shooter on campus. Whether I am in my
dorm room, SAC, Dow, etc, I do not know what I would do. The email made me feel more
unsafe because I realized I truly didn’t know what to do if we were ever in that situation.”

Question 3: “I think national walkouts are so important. People say they don t do
anything, but what they do is make noise. Bad press is still press and if you don’t agree

with the walkouts you’re still talking about them and that’s what we want. We want the
conversation, it is so, so important. I am participating in the walkouts and the March For
Our Lives. Look out for the walkout on campus, it’s going to be bigger than just a few

moments of silence.” _ __
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Scots travel for break competition

relaxing, but our team is up at (OH).

ByJoelle Fisher

Sports Writer

While many students travel

across the country searching

for a week of relaxation after

stressful midterms, student

athletes on campus packed
their bags and boarded
their buses/planes in search

of competition. Six teams
traveled near and far to kick

off their seasons over spring

break.

The baseball team went 3-3

on its adventure down south

in Florida. Six home runs
were recorded in the first five

games for the Scots.

“Florida is one of my
favorite memories about
playing baseball at Alma,” said

Matt Minuado (‘18).
“The boys and I are able

to work on our confidence in

each other on the field while

strengthening our friendships

off the field,” said Minuado.

Minuado led the team with

his three home runs. The boys

will continue their season

March 20 th for a home game

against Finlandia University

The softball team spent its

week in Florida working their

way towards a 10-2 record for

its annual spring break trip.

The girls excelled offensively,

having five Scots batting over

.400.

“Most college students
spend their spring breaks

the crack of dawn day in and

day out,” said Erin Lee (‘18).

“The week gives us the

opportunity to focus strictly

on our athletics without
having to place our academics

in jeopardy,” said Lee.

The softball program will

continue its season Thursday

Mar. 15 against Ohio Northern

University for a home game.

“I hope our team continues

to surprise people and that we
continue to learn/grow each

and every day,” said Lee.

The men’s lacrosse team
traveled through Virginia and

North Carolina over its spring

break to compete for a 1-2

record. The team picked up its

first win of the season against

Virginia Wesleyan University

with a 22-14 victory.

“Our spring break trip
gave us a lot of insight on our

strengths and weaknesses as a

team,” said Dan Buchy O18).

“We look forward to
working hard for our program

and making a name for
ourselves in the MIAA and
beyond,” said Buchy

Chase Hunyadi (‘20)
leads the team with 11 goals

and 10 assists for 21 points

total, while sophomore
transfer, Trevor Bailey (‘20)

follows close behind with 9

goals.

The women’s lacrosse
team played two games in
Texas last week, defeating

the University of Dallas and

falling to Otterbein College

“Since we are in season
while a large majority of
our peers are on tropical
vacations, it’s nice to get away

from school and compete in

new environments where
we can focus solely on
succeeding,” said Allie Ray
(‘20).

Senior captain, Brianna
Soriano (‘18), leads the
MIAA in goals with 13,
while fellow captain, Shelby

Frazer (‘18), follows in suit

with 10 goals that puts her at

third place.

“We have a lot of new
players this year so being able

to work on our skills over

spring break gave us a chance

to get more comfortable with

each other,” said Soriano.

“I am proud of the effort

and hard work that our team

has put in and will continue

to put in for the rest of our

season,” said Soriano.

The men’s tennis team
went undefeated on its spring

break trip to Ohio. The four

wins extended its record to

6-3.

“It’s always a fun

experience to travel with

your teammates far away,”

said Noah Ackerman (‘18).
“The team bonding

experiences that happen
over break allow for us all to

connect on the court at a new
level,” said Ackerman.

The team will face off
against Illinois Institute of

Technology at Calvin College
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Alma right-handed pitcher Joseph Barrons (‘19) gets
ready for spring break games.

on March 10th to further their

record.

“After going undefeated

on break, we know what we
can accomplish and hopefully

we can use this momentum
to take us into contention for

an MIAA championship,” said
Ackerman.

The women’s tennis team

won backrto-back matches to

close out its five-match spring

break road trip. The Scots are

now 3-5 overall, while Amy
Wood (‘18) leads the team
with a perfect 5-0 record for

the season thus far.

The team will compete
next against Lake Superior
State on Sunday.

Football program brings in familiar faces
ByHank Wickley
Sports Writer

Since being announced

as the football team’s head

coach in January, Jason
Couch has made some
changes.

One big move has
been the team’s coaching
staff. Last week coach
Couch brought home some
familiar faces, as well as

kept some coaches around.

“The new coaches I have

asked to join our staff are

Alma Guys’” said Couch.
“Two are graduates of

Alma and one has coached
here five different times
throughout his coaching
career,” he said.

“Most importantly, all of

these coaches are excited

to be home,” Couch said.

“All are passionate
about Scots football and
will also built tremendous

relationships with the

players,” said Couch.

For the coaches who
left Alma, they had other

opportunities that were
best for themselves and

their families, said Couch.

“As for the coaches that

are here, they remained
on staff because they
are committed to Alma
football and the players
here,” said Couch.

These changes have the

players excited as well.

“Our players have been

overwhelmingly supportive

during this transition,” said

Couch.

“I love the coaches that

we brought in and I believe

in the coaching staff we have

now,” said running back
Austin Spratling (‘20).

“I look forward to
working with them in spring

ball and in the fall,” said
quarterback Mason Ippel
(20’).

As for next fall, the 125th

season of Alma College

football, these coaching
changes have provided a
spark for the team.

“It gives us a fresh start

going into next season,”
said Spratling.

“All the players are
getting antsy for fall to

get here so we can start
playing,” said Ippel.

“With the coaches and
players we have now, I think

we have what it takes to win

a MIAA championship,”
Spratling added.

Wrestler Ladd earns All-American status
By John Durga
Staff Writer

A national title is the
highest level of victory a

college athlete can achieve.

Winning this puts them at

the very pinnacle of their

competition. Brendan
Ladd (’20) gave himself
the opportunity to be the

best of the best. Entering

the national tournament
Ladd was 33-5 on his season.

This was one win short of

the Alma College record

for wins in a season.

Ladd started his nationals

debut keeping the audience

on the edge of their seats

winning a 6-5 decision in

the very last seconds of the

match. He continued on to

defeat the sixth and third

seeded wrestlers in his
following matches.

“Ladd does a really
good job capitalizing on
situations,” coach Jeremiah

Tobias said. “He doesn’t
worry so much about the
small things.”

After his wins at the

national tournament Ladd

became the winningest
wrestler in a single season.

Along with that record
he became the fifth All-

American in Alma College

wrestling history.

Ladd entered the
tournament unseeded but

that did not seem to bother

him.

“It gives me a chance to

get my first match out of
the way and get the nerves

out,” Ladd said. “It allows

me to get the feeling of the

atmosphere and just be ready

for the next one.”

Ladd started in the
preliminary round, defeating

Delaware Valley’s Ambacher

in a 6-5 decision after a
takedown with just seconds

remaining. He won a 11-3
major decision over Johnsons

& Wales’ Ferinde and a 15-8

decision over Elmhurst’s
Mcauliffe.

The winners moved on,

earning All-American status.

Ladd lost by pinfall to finalist

Ben Brisman of Ithaca,
then fell in a rematch with

Millikin’s Chris Williams in

a 4-2 sudden victory.

Ladd ended the day with

a chance at fifth place, but

dropped his final match of

the season to the two-seed

in the 141-pound bracket,

giving him sixth.

As a sophomore Ladd is

the top wrestler for Alma.

Fie will continue to improve

and lead the wrestling
program to new heights.


